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Gymboree Organic
Baby T-Shirts
This collection is the perfect introduction to Gymboree.
The T-shirts are made from the purest certified organic
cotton, free of pesticides and grown with minimal
impact to the environment. You’ll love the functional
styling, embroidery, appliqués and adorable prints. To
purchase, visit your local Gymboree retailer or visit
gymboree.com, search word ‘organic.’

Moonjar Moneybox
The Moonjar takes the child’s piggy bank to
another level by inspiring spending, saving
and sharing for a lifetime! A simple, creative
way to promote financial literacy and teach
children about money. Winner of the 2008
Teachers Choice Award. To purchase online or
to find a local retailer, visit moonjar.ca.

TUSK Coat Rack
Decorate the nursery with this adorable elephantshaped coat rack. Use the elephant’s tusks as
hangers for baby coats, baby hats or bath
towels. Available in blue, pink, green
powdercoat, or custom pattern. The rack
is sold through Connect Mommies
+ Babies home parties or email
mom@connectmommies.com
or contact 403-828-5554.
For more information, visit
connectmommies.com.

What’s New?
Mamaluv
The Perfect Gift Idea! Delicious & nutritious gourmet
meals catered directly to their door. Make someone's life
a little easier when they need it most: new baby, getwell, sympathy, seniors, busy professionals… Mamaluv
gift-packages are more thoughtful than flowers & more
affordable! Or, treat yourself. Mamaluv dinners are
perfect for anyone who simply wants to eat well, but
doesn’t have the time to cook. Across Alberta. Order
online: mamaluv.ca – 1-888-662-6258.

TO ESCAPE

With Calgary’s only Apple Store and the most shoe stores under one roof, Spring is full of possibility at Market Mall. Our Kids at Play area has been
recently expanded to accommodate older children, and our washroom for families (located near Kids at Play) now features full stroller
access and a host of new conveniences. We invite you to escape the shorter, colder days and welcome a bright, new season with over
220 exciting stores-only at Market Mall.
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FOR YOUNG READERS…

The Adventures of Trefor the Curling Rock by local Author Kim Perkins: Every
night at the curling club, Trefor whispers, “I wish and I wonder about things I
can’t see.” One day, Trefor’s curiosity gets the better of him and he sets
off on an adventure. To purchase, visit trefor.com.
The Jumbo Book of Space by Authors Cynthia Pratt Nicolson and
Paulette Bourgeois: For thousands of years, people have looked up and
wondered about the mysteries of space. Where do comets come from?
How far away are the stars? This book answers these and many other
questions to reveal the secrets of the universe. To purchase, visit
kidscanpress.com.
Toilet Tales by Author Andrea Wayne von Königslöw: From mice to orca
whales, the animals find that despite their best efforts, toilets are
not for them. After many bestial blunders, the animals conclude
that they can never use toilets because toilets are meant for “big kids like you.” To purchase,
visit annickpress.com.
Too Many Toys by Author David Shannon: Spender is in toy heaven: robots, puzzles, stuffed
animals, and more. His mom has had it with the mess and demands that he get rid of some
of them. This delightful picture book captures an all-too-familiar issue facing parents and their
kids who have too much stuff. To purchase, visit scholastic.ca.

PARENTING AND REFERENCE BOOKS
Fabulous Fairholme Breakfasts & Brunches: This book is a 142-page collection of delicious bed
and breakfast recipes with beautiful pictures of Fairholme Manor’s Historic Bed and Breakfast. This
recipe book is self-published and written by B&B owner Sylvia Main. To purchase, visit
fairholmemanor.com/recipe-cookbook.html.
Labours of Love: Canadians Talk About Adoption by Author
Deborah Brennan: This book chronicles the journeys of Canadians from all walks of life
who have overcome heartbreaking obstacles to become parents. While each account is unique in its own
way, the stories are connected by the overwhelming commonality of the power of human connection.
There Ain’t No Can’t: A Tribute to a Child’s Struggle & Colossal Achievement by
Author Jeffrey Feldstein: When Feldstein’s son was diagnosed with Tourette Syndrome, his
search for answers to help Noah inspired him to write this book. With his easy-to-use
success strategies and behavior modification techniques, Feldstein targets children 8 to 18
and helps them get what they want from life with practical ways to overcome challenges
and limitations.
The No-Cry Nap Solution by Bestselling Author of The No-Cry Sleep Solution by Elizabeth
Pantley: Will your child only nap in your arms, in a swing or after elaborate rituals? Does
your child take cat naps - or none at all? Let world-renowned, trusted parenting author
Elizabeth Pantley help you. She’ll guide you with the same sensitive expertise and gentle approach used
in her other No-Cry bestsellers. To purchase, visit pantley.com/elizabeth/.

Health & Wellness Connection
Gluten-free research project yields tasty results. SAIT
Polytechnic’s new continuing education courses on
gluten-free cooking will be welcome news for those living
with celiac disease. The courses developed from an
applied research project carried out by Kerry Bennett and
Sandy Cutts. Their goal was to develop products that
compare in taste and texture to regular baking and to
increase the shelf life of gluten-free products. As a result
of the project, SAIT will also incorporate gluten-free
cooking into the curriculum of the Professional Cooking
program.

DVDs and CDs
All Roads Lead Home (DVD):
12-year-old Belle loses her
mother in an automobile
accident. Rebelling against her
father, she is sent to her
grandfather’s working farm. Life
and death take on new meaning
through mysterious pet deaths,
budding romance, hidden
motivations and the human
need for love and
understanding. For more
information, visit
allroadsleadhomethemovie.net/.
Little Pim Three Pak - English (DVD): A
three-disc set that introduces more than
180 words and phrases for familiar objects
and activities. Each DVD features short
episodes that star the animated panda
Little Pim and real children who teach vocabulary to
express basic needs and desires. Recommended for
babies, toddlers and preschoolers. To purchase, visit
littlepim.com.

*Do you know What’s New? Let us know. Send us a sample for
consideration to: What’s New? Calgary’s Child Magazine,
#723, 105 - 150 Crowfoot Cr. NW Calgary, AB T3G 3T2 or
Email: info@calgaryschild.com. CCM
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Peter Rabbit’s Happy Easter by Author Grace Maccarone: Peter Rabbit collects “extra” eggs from the
neighboring farms. As he piles them for safekeeping, he knocks over several jars of paint, splashing rainbow
colors all over the eggs! Mother Rabbit makes Peter Rabbit return the eggs and a
new tradition is born, making Peter Rabbit the Easter Bunny! To purchase, visit
scholastic.ca.

